Abstract
Introduction
We study traveling waves for a curvature-driven motion of plane curves in a band domain Ω. The law of motion of the curve is given by on ,
where t γ ⊂ Ω is a simple, smooth curve, V denotes its normal velocity, κ denotes its curvature and A is a positive constant representing a driving force. The band domain Ω is defined as the following. Set right) boundary of Ω by − ∂ Ω (resp. + ∂ Ω ). By a solution of (1) we mean a time-dependent simple, smooth curve t γ in Ω which satisfies (1) and contacts ± ∂ Ω perpendicularly. Equation (1) appears as a certain singular limit of an Allen-Cahn type nonlinear diffusion equation under the Neumann boundary conditions. The curve t γ represents the interface between two different phases (see, e.g., [1] - [4] for details). In physics, chemistry and many other fields, an interface may propagate in a domain with obstacles, say, with obstacles lying in several lines. The motion of the interface between two adjacent lines is then like the propagation of t γ in Ω in our problem. Hence the undulation of the boundary of Ω can be regarded as effect of obstacles and so it can be in any size. [1] studied the homogenization limit of this problem (as 0 p → ), we will consider the case where p is large.
To avoid sign confusion, the normal to the curve t γ will always be chosen toward the upper region, and the sign of the normal velocity V and the curvature κ will be understood in accordance with this choice of the normal direction. Consequently, κ is negative at those points where the curve is concave while it is positive where the curve is convex (see Figure 1) .
In the case where t γ is expressed as a graph of a function 
with the boundary conditions ( ) 
and call g α the maximum opening angle of ( ) 
for all t ∈  and x where U is defined. In addition, [1] 
and M is a positive constant independent of p. Moreover c satisfies
Theorem A gives the dependence of c on A, H and g α near the homogenization limit (as 0 p → ). It is known that in the study of spatially heterogeneous problems, homogenization is a powerful method when the spatial heterogeneity is fine (for example, 0 p → in our problem) (cf. [5] [6]). On the contrary, the mathematical analysis is completely different and very difficult when the spatial heterogeneity is coarse (for example, 0 p > is large in our problem). How does the traveling wave U and its average speed c in our problem depend on the parameters , , , g A H g α and p when p is large? This is an interesting problem in physics and is also a challenging one in mathematics. Some mathematicians from Japan and France have been working on it for several years, but yet very little is known so far. Our main purpose in this paper is to study this problem by analytic and numerical methods, and try to give some answers. This paper is arranged as the following. In section 2 we list some notations and present our main theorem. In section 3 we prove the main theorem. In subsection 3.1 we prove that ( ) 
Notations and Main Results
We list some notations for convenience. For any g ∈ , 0
, :
Here is an example, let ( ) ( ) ( )
, , and , , tan . . Then
, where N is given by (11),
for 0,1, , k N =  . We remark that 3) of the theorem mainly states the dependence of c on α but not on g itself. In fact, for k α defined by (14), the conclusion of 3) holds for any k g provided max tan
), the exact shape of k g does not matter.
By the main theorem, ( ) , , , , g c A H g p α is increasing in continuously varying A, but it is increasing in H and decreasing in g α only in weak sense, that is, the monotonicity holds only for certain sequences. It turns out that the monotonicity for continuously varying H and g α is very difficult. In fact, we believe that 0 g c α ∂ ∂ < is not true when p is large. This is quite different from the case where 0 p → .
Proof of the Main Theorem
In this section, for any two solutions 1 u and 2 u of (3)- (4), when we write 1
u u < we mean that the inequality holds on the common domain where 1 u and 2 u are defined.
Proof of Main Theorem 1
Assume that 1
, ; , , , , 
This implies that the graph of ( ) 
U h t H U x t t H U x t h x t t H h x t p k J H h J H h pJB
( ) 1 p K H < . Then ( ) ( ) c H c H h < + , where ( ) , , h H d A g p = − . Proof Since ( ) 1 p K H < we have by (12) d H < and tan g Q α < . The definition of d and h H d = − imply that ( ) ( ) 2 H h J p H h − = − and so ( ) 2 2 2 . p H h J Jp H h − + = − So by Lemma 1 we have ( ) ( ) , ; tan 2 tan 2 2 tan 0. x g g g p U h t H H h J pJB H h Jp pJB Q α α α < − + − + + − = − + + = − + < Since ( ) , ; U x t H is even in x we have ( ) , ; 0 x U h t H − > . Set ( ) ( ) , : , ; W x t U x h t H = − .Then ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 2 2
1
, 0
On the other hand, replacing H by H h + in the problem (3)- (4) 
This proves 2) of the main theorem.  Remark If we take 0 A = in the original problem, then to guarantee the existence of periodic traveling waves we should modify the boundary conditions a little. For example, one can consider a problem such that the curve t γ always has a positive/negative slope on the right/left boundary. In this case, a similar discussion as in [1] shows that the problem has a unique periodic traveling wave U with average speed c. Moreover 0 t U > , or equivalently, 0 xx U > . Using these results and using a similar discussion as above we can show that 0 c H ∂ ∂ < . In other words, the monotonic dependence of c on H is completely different from the case 0 A > .
Dependence of c on g and α g
In this subsection we study the dependence of c on g and g α . Similar as above, we only indicate g and g α but omit all the other parameters in the notations , , U c  for simplicity. First we note that a classical traveling wave solution of (3) 
The solution ( )
where ( )
is the average speed of the periodic traveling wave ( ) , ; , 
Some Numerical Simulation Results
In this section we present some numerical simulation figures. Figure 2 indicates that the average speed c is strictly increasing in the basic width H of the domain. The results shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 are partially proved in the main theorem. The dependence of c on p is very difficult, and we have no analytic result so far.
